Front/Top Panel Branding
Product Overview

The Nova Kiosk offers the most graphic branding space of any rental
kiosk. The Nova’s front panel and optional top panel above the monitor can
be custom branded with your graphics for maximum brand exposure or
instructions on the kiosks’ application.

Product Features

•
•

The most graphic branding space of any rental kiosk
Includes graphics setup at no charge

Artwork Specifications

Kiosks4Rent will do your graphics setup at no charge. Simply provide
a high resolution logo or graphic and any font you would like and we will
custom design your kiosk art for you. You can also supply camera ready art
to the specifications listed below (in order of ideal preference) if you prefer.
Front/Bottom
Panel
(35.5”H X 19”W)

1. A vector-based Adobe Illustrator file (.ai, .eps, or .pdf), with an
Artboard width of 19” and a height of 35.25”, with at least a 1/4”
(.25”) bleed pulled on all sides. When saving (especially a .pdf),
save as a High Print Quality file, and always include unusual
type suitcases and make sure that any images are embedded.
2. A 300 dpi image file (.psd, .jpg, .jpeg, .tif, or .pdf) with a width of
19.5” and a height of 35.75”, with no elements such as logo, type,
or graphics placed within 1/4” (.25”) of the perimeter, to allow
for bleeds. PSD (layered file) files should also include unusual
typeface suitcases.

19” Monitor
Top Panel
(16”H X 18”W)

1. A vector-based Adobe Illustrator file (.ai, .eps, or .pdf), with an
Artboard width of 18” and a height of 16”, with at least a 1/4” (.25”)
bleed pulled on all sides. When saving (especially a .pdf), save
as a High Print Quality file, and always include unusual type
suitcases and make sure that any images are embedded.
2. A 300 dpi image file (.psd, .jpg, .jpeg, .tif, or .pdf) with a width
of 18” and a height of 16”, with no elements such as logo, type,
or graphics placed within 1/4” (.25”) of the perimeter, to allow
for bleeds. PSD (layered file) files should also include unusual
typeface suitcases.

23” Monitor
Top Panel
(16”H X 22.5”H)

Custom branding allows for
maximum brand exposure

1. A vector-based Adobe Illustrator file (.ai, .eps, or .pdf), with an
Artboard width of 22.5” and a height of 16”, with at least a 1/4”
(.25”) bleed pulled on all sides. When saving (especially a .pdf),
save as a High Print Quality file, and always include unusual
type suitcases and make sure that any images are embedded.
2. A 300 dpi image file (.psd, .jpg, .jpeg, .tif, or .pdf) with a width of
22.5” and a height of 16”, with no elements such as logo, type,
or graphics placed within 1/4” (.25”) of the perimeter, to allow
for bleeds. PSD (layered file) files should also include unusual
typeface suitcases.
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